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Gilded Reverie Lenormand showcases the digital talents of Ciro Marchetti with captivating imagery

on 47 gilt-edge cards.This Expanded Edition deck features eight special supplemental cards,

including four that have not been previously published.The extra cards are: Time, Bridges, Dice,

Mask, Well, Compass, Labyrinth, and Magnifying Glass. For this deck Ciro also provides an extra

Man, Lady, and Owl card to enhance Lenormand readings.The 80-page guidebook provides expert

instruction by Lee Bursten, Donnaleigh de LaRose and others for reading with this 47-card deck.
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I love this Lenormand deck. I preordered my set from US Games, and it arrived a few weeks ago.

The artwork is gorgeous, and the cards are satisfyingly thick cardstock. The gilded edges add a

touch of luxurious expansiveness to the deck.If you haven't heard of Lenormand, it's a set of

thirty-six cards with images on each card, where each card corresponds to a card in an ordinary

deck of cards. Lenormand decks, which have been around for centuries, arise out of an earlier card

game called The Game of Hope. Lenormand isn't Tarot, though you can use a Lenormand reading

to complement a Tarot reading. I find Lenormand readings to be direct, even blunt, in comparison

with Tarot readings. And you can come up to speed reading Lenormand cards pretty quickly,

though, as with any skill, it takes time to master the subtleties. (For learning to understand and read

the cards, I highly recommendÃ‚Â The Complete Lenormand Oracle Handbook: Reading the

Language and Symbols of the Cards. That book really is complete, and gives exercises to help you

learn the cards better.)For those already familiar with Lenormand decks, Gilded Reverie's artist

includes alternate cards for* 12 Birds -- the alternate is 12 Owls (often used as Birds in European



traditions)* 28 Gentleman -- the alternate is a sexier version of the Gentleman, with most of his shirt

off his manly, muscled chest* 29 Lady -- the alternate is a sexier version of the Lady, with most of

her blouse off, exposing one dainty breastSome reasons for the alternate Man and Lady are so

readers can select the art they like, or that matches the readee, or to provide for same-sex

relationship readings.The artist also includes the following eight additional cards:* 37 Time (time

related to events, among other things)* 38 Bridges (connections, transitions, crossing a divide)* 39

Dice (luck by chance)* 40 Mask (the masks we wear; what we keep hidden from others)* 41 Well

(wishes, resources, creativity, healing)* 42 Compass (indicates direction to take)* 43 Labyrinth

(making your way through confusing events)* 44 Magnifying glass (take a closer look)If you are very

traditional, you can of course use the base thirty-six cards and set aside the additions, but I

encourage you to pull some cards using the full deck (minus the alternates). I've found the

additional cards add quite a lot to the messages I get.
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